1. Please count and make sure all pieces are present before assembly.
2. The pole pieces are delicate. To prevent damage, do not use excessive force.
3. Assemble crystal puzzle by putting the puzzle pieces together in the order shown below.
4. Missing a piece? Email info@ugames.com or call (415) 503-1600 with missing piece number.

- Insert poles from the top and screw down tightly with key enclosed.
- Sandwich the arm piece #72 between the sleeves pieces, #71 & #73. Mount the pieces on the body and place piece #74 on top to secure into position.
- After piece #59, insert the 3 Robe pieces onto the body. Suggest: Combine pieces B and C on the body first. Then, insert piece A to secure the three together.
- Combine the right hand to Robe piece B before adding to Robe piece C. Insert the flame into the torch before placing on the sleeves.

The Base and Statue each have center poles. The Base must be locked before building statue. Insert poles from the top and screw down tightly with key enclosed.